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Abstract: The perennial sources of human evolutionary process from the point of struggle for existence to modern art of living for a secured life from cradle to grave been taken care of by a highly mechanized system called administration. Though administration as a subject is making its mark from 19th century to ever growing tremendously in 21st century but, even before the times of sciences, philosophies’ or any other subjects of scientific analysis there was a high involvement of the new/growing subject called administration.

Every step in the human evolution to control the nature scientifically for the growth of human being was significantly done through administration. Today what every country on the larger plane is being thinking and implementing new methods for escalating success there will not be any doubt to say that public administration is becoming the corner stone for future.

1. Introduction

Public administration is not only as old as our ancient civilization but, even before the civilization [i.e.] for a group/community to live, hunt, and to be together for progeny to strengthen the community with ascendance of work process through verifying the ability of human's for personifying as a culture to civilization towards to the state of technological efficiency to administrate the state in order to glorify the welfare and progress of the people comparing towards others for power, resources, to grow the territory with effective mechanism is what every society/country is being making by administration.

The significance of every subject can be traced out by the background of administration and its involvement for successful scientific achievements so far achieved by the human evolution through administration.

Administration has been changing from time to time from static towards a dynamic ever-growing role in any segment of subject which has been discovered by the scientists/any technologists for growth and for new revolution in the administration of people, resources, and other living life on the mother earth.

Changes from Traditional to Modern/Developmental Administration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulatory/Administrative</th>
<th>Adoptive and Dynamic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency/Economy oriented</td>
<td>Growth oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task oriented</td>
<td>Relationship oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hierarchical structure</td>
<td>Flexible and changing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centralized decision making</td>
<td>Participative decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status quo oriented</td>
<td>Future oriented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The 21st century public administration involves the whole life cycle of administration it includes all life on planet earth though its main focus is on the people before Liberalization, Privatization, Globalization(L,P,G). Today where every country is linked towards its neighboring country for peace and harmony on the whole with all the nations for the security and growth-oriented administration.

From the point of proving the resources acquired, the weaponry achieved and the power proving by the global leadership. Today the developed countries are looking at a friendly attitude towards the developing nations with the interlinking of globalization for the better administration through administration as a corner stone for any development possible in welfare, stability, growth, peace as a pre-requisite for the global administrative development.

Peace is the pre-requisite for any developmental/growth-oriented activity. The thirst for peaceful environment across the world is the foremost criteria for future generations to survive. The 21st century achievements for the efficiency in administration begins by eradicating terrorism in any form/respect. so far, the supplies of equipment for safety and security led to the mismanagement of ammunition towards eradicating the human race by the global terrorist groups. Global terrorism ends when the supplies will begin to cut down, so far, the developed countries strategy to strengthen the allies by equipping them with the weaponry and technology
for nuclear strength were leading to the core damage for human race itself.

The technological knowhow and the measures for strengthening mother earth for the human survival is another major initiative led by the global organizations which in-turn strengthens the life cycle. From the point of machinery innovation to the end of endangering the human survival within a span of a couple of centuries was no less effort of human race running for their own breakdown from the lifecycle itself. As a part of this life cycle that human race can do the best is to take a notion of minimizing the use of human made machinery which can ruin the whole of planet survival.

Need for understanding a worthwhile measure:

Abraham Maslow: Theory of human motivation

The Abraham Maslow theory of human motivation can be directed towards the human attitude and the motive behind the need for becoming the powerful and successful nations. The concept of Maslow's theory of hierarchy of needs is taken to show different means and ends of human desire.

The basic needs/physiological needs and safety needs are the major concern for the under developed nations.

The psychological needs are what about all the developing nations have been ensuring off for to become self-sufficient and for growth.

The self-esteem is what the developed nations are enjoying off and dominating other nations for the development of their own prosperity.

The self-actualization is what much needed for the safety of the planet earth from which every other nation can be escalated towards a higher possible track by which the mother earth can become a safe place for the future generations of living life.

[source: Theory of human motivation proposed by Abraham H. Maslow psychology paper 1943.]

Conclusion:

What all the countries can do through a better administrative behavior is come together in this global village for a Global Administrative Action Plan (GAAP) for addressing all the core issues pertaining to human and other living life so that a holistic view with proper remedies to lay down with the collaboration of international organizations for global welfare ensuring a best administrative practice according to the needs of developed, developing, and under developed nations to enhance from the threats arising from human made technology.

Technological administration is the core of solving every problem which was raised by the human intervention into the core of mother earth at this point of centurion efforts can be solved through the highly mechanized administrative means to end the core issues of threats from the nature and by the humanity.
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